
 

 

10:20am-11:00am 
Centennial AB 
Track: Applicable to ALL  
Title: Innovate and Automate Through Your Own Digital Transformation Journey  
Presented by: Shannon Roche-MiPro 
In this session we will provide an introduction as to how you can you transform your business 
through innovation and automation within your Finance, Supply Chain, Human Capital Management, 
and Student Information systems, such as PeopleSoft, Oracle Cloud, etc.  We will provide an overview 
of how you can use robotic process automation, smart optical character recognition (OCR), artificial 
intelligence (AI)/machine learning (ML), etc. to enable your team members to focus on more strategic 
activities.   
 
Centennial C 
Track: JDE 
Title: How AI Can Help JDE Businesses  
Presented by: Drew Robb & Dan Stallard-ERP Suites 
Discover how generative AI can address specific pain points across various departments. From 
preventing machine downtime through machine learning to automating document extraction from 
PDF contracts, AI offers tangible benefits. The ERP Suites AI Advisory team will cover: 
1. AI Tips and Tricks 
2. AI Security Concerns 
3. AI Use Cases 
By embracing AI, businesses can unlock efficiency, profitability, and competitive differentiation within 
their JD Edwards systems.  
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11:10am-11:50am 
Centennial AB 
Track: Applicable to ALL 
Training Self Sufficient Users, Affordably and in One Place  
Presented by: Doug McCarthy-iLearnERP 
Achieve the transformation you are looking for with a strategic focus on better practices and 
processes, supported by an end-to-end training approach that provides measurable results. TBD 
 
Centennial C 
Track: NetSuite 
Title: 2024 Vision: Redefining Cloud ERP with Advanced Innovations  
Presented by: TBD-GSI 
Explore Cloud ERP inactions with GSI’s NetSuite team as they dive into NetSuite's 2024 release, 
where innovative features redefine cloud ERP. With enhanced analytics and sophisticated 
integrations, these advancements promise to optimize operations and provide tailored solutions for 
your business, ensuring agility and informed decision-making in a dynamic market landscape. 
Explore the 2024 advancements in JD Edwards and NetSuite with guidance from GSI's seasoned 
consultants. This session promises a vision of future-ready technologies designed to advance your 
business. Engage in this dynamic exchange of ideas and strategies to navigate the evolving ERP 
landscape. 
 

12:00pm-1:00pm 
Commodore Grille 
Lunch 

 
1:00pm-1:20pm 
Centennial AB 
Track: Applicable to ALL 
Round Table-Get to know you. 
Let’s take a moment to get to know each other.  This is a great time to connect with your community 
and ask questions.   
 

1:30pm-2:10pm 
Centennial AB 
Track: Oracle Cloud HCM 
Title: Inclusive HR  
Presented by: Jay Chatterjee, North America Oracle Cloud HCM Practice Leader, IBM 
Amy Adkins, Client Solutions Leader, IBM 
Organizations with inclusive culture financially perform 30% better than their competitors and have 
better access of critical skills with lower attrition. Organizations are missing the opportunity to 
partner with their workforce to achieve their goals and therefore the move from Sustainability 
Strategy to execution is not yet mapped. HR has a significant role to play, starting by identifying ways 
to encourage, harness and report on the collective workforce impact across their company with 
respect to DE&I practices.  InclusiveHR can equip HR Managers to create a positive impact for 
society, improve financial performance and are adequately equipped to take informed organizational 
decisions. 



 
Centennial C 
Track: Applicable to ALL 
Title: Unlocking Efficiency through 3rd Party Integration with JD Edwards Orchestration 
Presented by: Tom Messer-Cloud Inventory 
Join us as we highlight the latest features of the next generation Cloud Inventory® Enterprise 
Application Platform!  Cloud Inventory is the solution that extends the value of your ERP by providing 
real-time inventory visibility across your enterprise.  The Cloud Inventory platform brings together the 
power of advanced technology and industry expertise to deliver tailored solutions that benefit every 
team across your entire business, enabling you to thrive in today's dynamic and competitive 
landscape.  With the platform's robust no-code capabilities, businesses can unlock the ability to build, 
extend, and integrate with simplicity and agility.  Adapt to evolving business processes effortlessly, 
without the need for costly and time-consuming maintenance. 

 
2:20pm-3:00pm 
Centennial AB 
Track: PeopleSoft 
Title: Peoplesoft-Roadmap  
Presented by:  Tammy Boles-Oracle Product Strategy Director   
 
Join this session to see the future of Peoplesoft with this roadmap session.  Come see what you can 
look forward to on your journey. 
 
Centennial C 
Track: JDE 
Title:  Exploring the Latest Tools in Release 24: Notification Reminders & Task Tracking 
Presented by: Bud Shaw-GSI 
Join us for the exciting advancements introduced in Release 24 tools. This presentation will focus on 
Notification Reminders and Task Tracking, showcasing their setup, utilization, and the enhanced 
capabilities they bring to streamline your workflow. 
This session will also provide insights into other general updates introduced in Release 24, offering a 
view of the latest enhancements and improvements. 
Don't miss out on this opportunity to explore cutting-edge tools that can revolutionize your workflow.   
 

3:10pm-3:50pm 
Centennial AB 
Track: JDE 
Title: Unlocking Efficiency through 3rd Party Integration with JD Edwards Orchestration 
Presented by: William Shepard-Kenai 
This goal of this session is to explore the revolutionary potential that 3rd Party Integration with JD 
Edwards Orchestration holds for businesses and provide the information and understanding needed 
to start a successful third-party integration journey with JD Edwards Orchestration. An introduction to 
JD Edwards Orchestration will open the session, giving participants a thorough grasp of the 
platform's features and how it functions as a strong foundation for business process automation. 
The emphasis will then be on integrating third-party apps into the JD Edwards ecosystem and 
explaining how doing so can lead to increased data accuracy, decreased manual intervention, and 
quicker decision-making. Through case studies and success stories from the real world, the audience 
will learn about the concrete benefits of JD Edwards Orchestration's Third-Party Integration and how 



businesses can achieve a smooth information flow across various systems, whether it is through 
improving supply chain visibility, streamlining financial processes, or enhancing customer 
relationship management. In today's fast-paced business environment, organizations can achieve 
unprecedented levels of operational efficiency, agility, and innovation by utilizing the synergy between 
JD Edwards and external applications. 
 
Centennial C 
Title: How to Avoid a Thunderstorm-When Moving to the Cloud 
Presented by: Sherri Conrardy-Redfaire 
Moving to the cloud can be a daunting task, but it doesn't have to be. Join us for a session where we 
explore a cloud adoption strategy that covers all the bases. From your business and people strategy 
to security, architecture, technology, and operations best practices, we've got you covered. We'll even 
provide a checklist of things to avoid. By the end of the session, you'll have a better understanding of 
how to move to the cloud without causing a storm.  
Don't worry about bringing your umbrella, we'll make sure the sky stays clear and sunny! 

 
4:00pm-4:30pm 
Centennial AB 
Raffle and Closing 
Time to have some fun and find out what’s coming up in our community! You must be present to win! 
 

4:30pm-6:30pm 
Commodore Grille  
Happy Hour 
Sponsored by AST & GSI 
Stick around and enjoy a cocktail and some nibbles.  Get to know your community even better and 
enjoy some live music! 
 
 
 


